The Meetings Scorecard
Rate your reactions to each pair of phrases. Decide where you are on the scale from 1 to 10. Add up
your total from each column to get your score.
Definition of a “1”
The purpose of our meetings is
not clear.
The right attendees are not at all
the meetings or their attendance
is inconsistent.
No meeting agenda or reporting
mechanism is in place for
meetings.
Not everyone shows up or comes
prepared.
The discussions have no depth,
meaning or insight.
Discussions are always closedended, have strict structure and
don’t bring together the strategic
picture.
There is no time for questions,
discussion or disagreement.
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Definition of a “10”
The purpose of our meetings is
clear (strategic planning, job
review, etc.)
The right attendees are at all
meetings (too many better than
too few.)
An agenda and any necessary
data are given to all attendees 24
hours before the meeting.
Each person comes prepared and
is organized.
The discussions have depth,
meaning and insight.
Discussions are sometimes openended and with little structure, yet
bring together the strategic
picture.
There is plenty of time for
questions, discussion and spirited
disagreement.

Nothing has been written down.

Wisdom is captured in writing.

We do not have a “stop doing”
section in the meetings.

We have a “stop doing” section in
the meetings.

We never ask how to improve our
meetings or make any changes to
test potential improvements.
Our Purpose, Mission, Values and
Long-term Vision is not reviewed
regularly.
Attendees do not look forward to
the meetings and feel it does not
get any results for them, their
department or the business.

Meeting notes and an “action
plan” are discussed and clarified
at the end of the meetings and
distributed within 24 hours.
We regularly ask how to improve
our meetings and make changes
to test potential improvements.
Our Purpose, Mission, Values and
Long-term Vision are reviewed
periodically.
Attendees look forward to the
meetings and feel it gets results
for them, their department and the
business.

ADD COLUMN TOTALS

YOUR SCORE

No action plan is discussed or the
action plans are not clarified and
distributed at all.

Actions to take:
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